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ABSTRACT

Introduction: This article discusses the path of healthcare associated infections (HAI) indicators in the intensive care unit (ICU) of a public teaching hospital in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil, after certain change in its nursing staff: pair of nursing caregivers. The model of a pair of caregivers consists in assigning one nurse and one nursing technician for every three patients. The indicators analyzed were infection related to central venous catheters (CVCs), the risk of HAI, turnover, and absenteeism. Objective: The objective of this paper is to understand the impact of the restructuring of the nursing staff in Human Resources and on the rate of infection in the ICU. Methods: As for methods, it is a qualitative and descriptive research carried out as a case study. Results: The results have shown that the risk of HAIs significantly increased after the change in staffing, but the density of vascular access infection associated with CVCs was drastically reduced. The results of turnover of nursing technics decreased and the turnover of nurses increased while the absenteeism of the nursing team decreased after the change. The interviews revealed that there was a gain at the care due to the change. Conclusion: As a conclusion, the results of the study have shown that the proposed nursing model caused a care gain, once the interviews exposed that and indicator directly related to nursing team care (infection associated with CVCs) decreased.
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INTRODUCTION

This research examines the restructuring of the nursing staff in an intensive care unit (ICU) in a hospital in Brazil, based on the indicators of human resources (HR) and infection related to healthcare and the opinion of interviewed professionals. Given the high cost and complexity of hospitals, the proposition of innovative management models that embrace new management structures and policies has been instrumental in generating quality health services that improve outcomes for the patients and the healthcare system\(^1\).

Many strategies have been implemented aiming at the optimization of hospital services, and some focus, mainly, on critically ill patients\(^2\) that can be found at ICUs. It is estimated that, between 18 to 54\% of patients admitted to ICU will have, at least, one healthcare associated infections (HAI) episode\(^3\). HAI\(\text{s}\) represent a big problem for health systems due to their effect on morbidity, mortality, length of hospital stays, and higher costs\(^4\). HAI\(\text{s}\) are infections acquired during patient care and are associated with quality of patient care\(^4\). In ICUs, patients are usually more susceptible to HAI by being exposed to poor clinical conditions, having low immunologic function, and requiring many invasive procedures to ensure appropriate assistance\(^5\). Overall, ICU-acquired HAI represent approximately 20\% of all nosocomial infections diagnosed among hospitalized patients\(^6\).

One important type of HAI is the bloodstream infections related to central venous catheters (CVCs). The bloodstream infections related to CVCs have a characteristic feature that can be prevented through the action of the caregiver or the institution\(^7\). The literature indicates that CVC bloodstream infections can be prevented when catheters are inserted, used, and handled correctly, according to evidence-based practices\(^8\). Hand hygiene is crucial, as it is the use of maximum barrier precautions for catheter insertion (use of a cap, mask, sterile apron and gloves, and large sterile fields covering every area
to be punctured), prepare the skin with 0.5% chlorhexidine alcoholic solution or povidone-iodine, select the CVC insertion site (use of the subclavian vein as the preferred site for non-tunneled CVC)\(^9\). Nursing personnel play a central role in the care of CVCs once the dressing and care of which are private action of the nurse\(^{10,11}\).

Some studies show excessive workload as one of the main risk factors for the development of HAI in ICU patients\(^{12-14}\). Another study also indicates that working environments with a better relationship between nursing staff by number of patients can result in the decrease in HAI rates, as well as mortality rates\(^15\). Also, the greater the number of degreed nursing staff, the greater the impact on the survival of patients\(^16\).

Others studies\(^{17-19}\) have evaluated the impact of the design of a workload model and qualification of nurses in patient care outcomes, relating to the performance of HR and health outcomes. Data on the size and profile of the nursing staff suggests that each additional patient per nurse is associated with a 23% increase in the chances for burnout and a 15% increase in the chances for job dissatisfaction, which could lead to an increase of turnover, absenteeism, and lower care quality.

Consequently, once the qualifications and professional activities involved influence the patient’s assistance, human resource management (HRM) is the central element in the management of healthcare services\(^20\). HRM are especially important considering that excessive workload, shortage of skilled labor, dropout, and migration of professionals to developed countries are problems in Brazil that make it difficult for nurses to fully perform their duties\(^21\). Therefore, this research seeks to answer the question: “What is the impact of the restructuring of the nursing staff in the area of HR and on the rate of infection in the ICU?”.
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METHODS

A qualitative and descriptive research was carried out since the aim was to understand a complex phenomenon in its entirety. A case study was chosen to allow enough control and a detailed analysis of the variables. Besides that, this descriptive research was conducted in an ICU in a Brazilian public hospital that experiences difficulties inherent to the public health system. The hospital is managed by a university through a foundation of private law. Its guideline is the construction of patient-centered care, teaching, and management model focused on comprehensive care.

The adult ICU was chosen because of its characteristics: patient severity profile, high mortality rates, and its role as a fundamental support for the care of critically ill patients. This ICU had 30 beds and was coordinated by an intensive care physician and an intensive care nurse. This is more challenging at an ICU where nursing practice is a crucial axis of care management, which is a complex and continuous process that cannot be postponed or interrupted in many situations due to the criticality of patient demand.

It should also be noted that the change of the nursing team performed in the ICU was an innovative and pioneering proposal in the hospital. Thus, having an in-depth understanding of this process of change and its consequences for the quality of care and HR may identify variables that can contribute to the improvement of care and HR indicators, thereby enabling the review of the HRM policies and minimizing its gaps.

The main objective of this study was to examine the impact of a chance at nursing team occurred in April, 2012, when a pair of nursing caregivers were implemented. At that time, the hospital’s HRM with the hospital board decided to define a nurse and a nursing technician to every three patients (pair of nursing caregivers). That decision
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meant an increase of nurses at the ICU, and it was expected an improve of healthcare quality.

Data were collected considering three categories: change in the nursing team, HRS results and quality indicators for healthcare. The category “change in the nursing teams” aims to show how the change of the pair of caregivers and the reasons for it. The category “HRS results” displays the impacts of the change at the selected HRM indicators: turnover and absenteeism; and the category “quality indicators for healthcare” presents the path of the HAI risk indicator and CVC related infections indicator.

The turnover indicator was chosen because turnover can cause dissatisfaction in the workplace, disagreements within the staff, and difficulties in service to the user due to service outages and loss of experienced professionals. Besides, a big turnover rate decreases the quality of care and increases the operating cost of health services. Nursing absenteeism can negatively affect the quality of care provided to patients “by causing the service to be disorganized, generating dissatisfaction and overload among the present professionals, especially when the absence is not communicated in a timely manner so that the shift can be covered.” Because of the impacts of these factors, they were selected as HR indicators to evaluate the implementation of the pair of nursing caregivers.

For the healthcare quality indicators, HAI risk indicator was selected since most of HAI (approximately of 70%) can be preventable by the correct adoption of prevention practices by the healthcare professionals. Due to the severity of infections that increase patient morbidity and mortality and cost evolved, HAIs are considered a public health problem. As for the CVC related infections indicator, the care and maintenance of the CVC is a responsibility of the nurse, that means that it is an ideal indicator to effectively measure the impact of the grow of nurse at ICU, with almost no interference of other variables.
The data were collected through semi-structured interviews, document analysis, indicators database, and institutional reports. For the semi-structured interviews, nurses and other professionals who had been admitted to the institution before March 2012 were selected to report their experiences and perceptions of the change in the nursing staff. In the case of nurses, it was necessary to interview professionals hired in April 2012 (during the change implementation period) due to the absence of active professionals hired before that date. Twenty-six people were interviewed, as shown in Table 1.

Information on HR and HAI indicators (HAI risk and CVC related infections) were collected through management reports and the institution’s database, aiming at surveying the historical series of monthly indicators, from January 2010 to July 2018.

The data were analyzed considering the categories, using descriptive statistics for the HR and HAI indicators and content analysis for the interviews. The results were synthetized at the results section.

RESULTS

By analyzing the internal and external factors that influenced the change in the nursing team model, it was identified several critical factors inherent to the health context and to hospital institutions: compliance with legislation; the absenteeism, turnover and poor commitment of HR; the low availability of experienced nursing technicians in 2011 and 2012 and the gradual increase in degreed nurses; the tendency of the hospital, as a teaching institution, to accept innovative propositions; and the profile of nursing coordination.

Regarding the restructuring of the nursing staff, the research could verify that the HR Department participated actively in seeking alignment and rapprochement between
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the assistance and HR demands and the institutional interests in implementing improvements without any significant financial apportionment. The HR Department likewise assisted the actors involved in this negotiation to construct a viable alternative that represented the best cost-benefit at the time. The data also indicated that HRM played a strategic role by establishing a direct influential relationship with decision makers and by acting based on institutional guidelines.

The data showed that the hospital’s HR Department had gaps in HR policies (performance, remuneration, recruitment, and selection), since some of them were based on legal guidelines that did not consider the actual conditions of the institution’s staff. There was no evidence that the HR Department used the welfare indicators to define and evaluate the HR practices.

Despite this scenario, HRM could play a key role in the control of absenteeism and turnover. Before the research, actions intended to improve the rates of absenteeism, turnover, or the quality of care, particularly for the ICU nurse’s category, had not been identified.

The analysis of turnover indicator suggested that the restructuring of the nursing staff in 2012 had reflected positively in the reduction of nursing technician turnover, which fell from an average of 5.3% to 3.5%. This reduction, and the increase of length of stay of the nursing technicians in the institution, may be linked to some elements pointed out by them in the interviews. For these professionals, the presence of a nurse in bedside care brought greater security for the technician when providing care to the patient; some felt valued, since the nurse began to perform the same activities that the technician performs.

Although the average turnover of nursing teams has remained the same even after the implementation of the pair of caregivers (one nurse and one technician for every three
beds), there was an increase in shutdown requests by the nurse employees (from 1.4 to 2.0 shutdowns/month) plus a reduction in the nurses’ average length of stay (from 1.7 to 1.5 years), demonstrating difficulty in retention. In the interviews, the nurses pointed out that the proposed model generated overload for the category. Another aspect identified as influencing turnover was the profile of one of the previous nursing coordinators.

The evaluation of absenteeism showed one downward trend, due, primarily, to the reduction of absenteeism of nurses (down from 6.9% to 4.6%). However, the indicator showed a rising trend for both technicians and nurses. Regarding the nurses, this upward trend may be related to the work overload identified by some professionals and the perception of their devaluation as a nurse.

Concerning the welfare conditions, according to the interviewed professionals, the pair of caregivers brought significant improvements to patient care. The most evident advance was in the quality in the execution of the procedures and care activities by nursing team. The interviewees point out that these were a result of the growth of average time of educational level and the critical supervision of the nurse. Other improvements identified by the interviewed professionals were that the management of patient’s care and a more humanized care.

The professionals generally assessed that there was a significant reduction in the number of infections after the change. The nursing staff attributed the improvement to the skilled work of the professionals, especially in applying dressings, in compliance with the protocols and infection control routines, in contact with the patient, in the procedures, and in bed care.

In addition to these elements, the medical team emphasized catheter and airway care. According to the nursing coordinator, there was an improvement in the awareness and accountability of nurses in relation to the care provided to the patients and the
infection control standards. Furthermore, there was an increase in the number of nurses trained and an implementation of new care routines. Another element added by the board was related to the greater ability of the nurse, as a higher-level degree professional, to charge the nursing technician and other professionals to comply with the routines and rules established by the unit.

Although there was a perception that the nursing model (pair of caregivers) had a positive influence on infection control, the average risk of infection related to healthcare in the ICU (HAI risk indicator) increased considerably (average rate from 28.2% to 35.7% with an increase trend) after the change at nursing team (employment of a pair of caregivers). Regarding the rate of vascular access infection associated with the CVC, the improvement was evident (reduction from 3.5 to 1.0‰). After insertion of the pair of caregivers, the rate dropped to an average of one CVC-associated vascular access infection per 1000 catheters-day.

DISCUSSION

The data indicated that HRM played a strategic role by establishing a direct influential relationship with decision makers and by acting based on institutional guidelines, trying to improve the hospital performance\textsuperscript{27}, once it is heavily influenced by effective HRM practices\textsuperscript{28}.

Regarding the effectiveness of HRM, some authors\textsuperscript{18,19} draw attention to the need to also relate the HR function to welfare outcomes, such as mortality of patients. From this perspective, the hospital’s HR Department has a long way to go. As the data has shown, HR Department needed to link its practices of HR with welfare indicators to check if the chosen path is correct. Some authors emphasize that other indicators, in addition to
turnover and absenteeism, must be used if the HR Department intends to be a strategical human resource management, as the literature points out\textsuperscript{20}.

Considering the HR indicators, the turnover results support with the literature\textsuperscript{18,29}. The lower retention of nurses in hospitals can be related to overhead and high levels of burnout and dissatisfaction, associated to organizational practices. The absenteeism indicator results corroborate with studies that point out that nursing workers’ absences are related to illnesses caused by physical and mental tiredness, to daily working hours, to the perception of work overload\textsuperscript{30}, to commitment to the job, and to the nature of the work\textsuperscript{31}. These two indicators are important not only to check the effect of the change in the nursing team, but also to the patient’s care quality and mortality, as shown in a previous study\textsuperscript{32}. Harrisson et al.\textsuperscript{32} highlight that low staffing (nurses or nursing technician) is associated with an increase of mortality from 2.3\% to 9.1\%.

The data from the interviews corroborate with studies that suggest that nurses are more likely to exhibit crucial behaviors focused on quality of care and patient safety, such as problem solving, performing complex functions, and effective communication\textsuperscript{15-17,19}. Also mentioned as an important role was improving the access and monitoring of patients and their families\textsuperscript{23}.

The interviews also validate the finds that suggest that nurses are more likely to behave appropriately in relation to patient safety and have a better performance, since they are qualified to accomplish complex functions\textsuperscript{18}. Furthermore, in such circumstances, nurses can communicate more effectively\textsuperscript{33}. From this perspective, the improvement in the professional qualification of the ICU workforce can be assessed as a positive aspect of the restructuring of the nursing team.

Regarding the healthcare quality indicator, the HAI risk indicators showed an increase after the establishment of pair of nursing caregivers. That was not expected,
considering the literature. A study\textsuperscript{19} demonstrates scientifically that increasing the number of nurses is associated with better outcomes for surgical patients: the chances of mortality of patients increased by 7\% for each additional patient in the nurse workload in hospital, while an increase in the number of patients per nurse from four to six and from four to eight would be accompanied by an increase of 14\% and 31\% in mortality, respectively.

Another study\textsuperscript{34} proves that a 10\% increase in share of baccalaureate degree nurses means an increase of 24\% chances of surviving among patients who experienced in-hospital cardiac arrest. Therefore, considering that the change in the nursing staff conducted to an increase of baccalaureate degree nurses and a decrease of workload for nursing technician, it was expected an improve of care quality and a decrease at HAI risk.

The result may reflect other variables as shown in additional studies\textsuperscript{17-19}. These studies show that, in addition to the design and qualification of personnel, work model organization is essential to ensure patient safety and healthcare quality. Care improvement in an ICU is related to a combination of factors, which include team size, staff qualification and systematization, and monitoring of the work process\textsuperscript{21}.

Given the multiplicity of factors involved in the risk of HAI within the hospitals and ICU, further studies are necessary in order to identify the causes of this rise and to establish a relationship between risk of infection and nursing practice\textsuperscript{33,35}. Thus, although the interviews showed the improvement caused by the increase in the number of professionals with a higher education, it is necessary to continue to monitor and qualify the work processes.

Whereas infection associated with CVCs indicators, it showed a decrease stressing a possible improvement of care quality from the nursing team, once the care of a CVC is a privative action of the nurse\textsuperscript{10}. 
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Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to analyze the consequences of the implementation of a pair of caregivers, bearing in mind the HR and healthcare selected indicators and the opinion of the interviewed professionals. The study accomplished that and, overall, it showed that the proposed nursing model had as its main motivators the difficulties experienced with the nursing workforce, especially the low qualification, absenteeism, and retention difficulties of technical level professionals and the need to improve the quality of nursing care provided to patients, including more control over the infections related to healthcare.

Regarding the assessment of quality of care, the respondents pointed out that the proposed model brought a gain in care for patients and allowed a reduction in infection rates. Although the HAI risk indicator increased after the change, there was a reduction in the density of vascular access infection associated with CVC, which is a process in which nurses have direct, privately and continuous interaction, evidencing the improvement of the quality of care.

As for nursing technicians, the model appears to have had a positive influence. After the change, there was a reduction in the turnover indicator and an increase in the retention of these professionals. It is believed that those were related with the change of the model due to the professionals’ perception that the proposed format brought greater security and a valorization, in addition to the perception of a rapprochement with the nurse, since the two professionals share most of the activities. Regarding absenteeism, the average of the indicator remained stable, and no consistent elements were identified in the professionals’ speech, hindering any inference regarding the influence of the model on absences at work.
As for the nurses, the implementation of the proposed model appears to have had negatively influence once it can be noted a trend of increase in absenteeism and turnover indicators. Although the proposed model brought care gains, it is necessary to verify nurses’ perception of overload and “devaluation”. Thus, it appears that the implementation of some actions, such as those listed below, can help strengthen the nursing model and maintain the positive results:

a) understand the organization of the work process of the nurse, identifying whether there are issues related to work overload;
b) clarify the role played by nurses in ICU, empowering the nurses in the care manager function, and promoting the recognition of this function by the other categories;
c) implement regular meetings of a board with the main indicators;
d) promote alignment and feedback to the nursing team, highlighting the evolution of indicators and the gains from the model;
e) implement HR policies aiming attracting and retaining nurses with appropriate profiles;
f) develop professionals who act according to the care model, and developing the dexterity of nurses in bedside care;
g) improve the workers’ careers so that they can feel motivated to invest in their formation and work in the institution.

Despite the relevance of HR, investment in HR policies is still a challenge in the health sector, either by budget constraints and/or a lack of knowledge of the returns that can be obtained from these investments. The HR department still has difficulty to relate consistent databases and measurements with HR practices in order to identify the possible contribution each one can make to the outcome of patients’ welfare. The demand for improvements in the quality and results of healthcare need to be linked to institutional policies that make the workers feel appreciated.
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Table 1: Subjects interviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Office</th>
<th>No. of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board/Advisory</td>
<td>Managing Director * (at time of change)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assistant Technical Director</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board Advisor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HR Advisor (at time of change)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Nursing Manager</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICU Nursing Coordinator (at time of change)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICU Medical Coordinator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCIH Coordinator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Therapy Coordinator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU professionals</td>
<td>Nursing Technician</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intensive Care Physician</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physiotherapist</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>26</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>